Correspondence: Tanja Kutscher tanja.kutscher@lifbi.de Table S1. Convergence rates of the EM algorithm and the Newton-Raphson algorithm, the number of required iterations, boundary values and improper solutions, and the mean classification probability for the rmGPCM under the condition of a true three-class mixture and a 5-item scale with 11 categories N Conv. EM, % MdEM (RangeEM) Conv. NR, % MdNR (RangeNR) BVSE, % (improper) MP(Y|G) rmGPCM-
Note. 1 Median widthCI for class-specific delta beta parameters.
The first and the third quartiles are reported in square brackets. Figure S1 . Root median squared error for class-specific delta beta parameter estimates in the rmGPCM-3 under the condition of a true three-class mixture and a 5-item scale with 11 categories Figure S2 . Root median squared error for class-specific delta beta parameter estimates in the mPCM-3 under the condition of a true three-class mixture and a 5-item scale with 11 categories Figure S3 . Bias of standard error estimates for class-specific delta beta parameter estimates in the rmGPCM-3 under the condition of a true threeclass mixture and a 5-item scale with 11 categories Figure S4 . Bias of standard error estimates for class-specific delta beta parameter estimates in the mPCM-3 under the condition of a true three-class mixture and a 5-item scale with 11 categories Figure S5 . Width of confidence interval for class-specific delta beta parameter estimates in the rmGPCM-3 under the condition of a true three-class mixture and a 5-item scale with 11 categories Figure S6 . Width of confidence interval for class-specific delta beta parameter estimates in the mPCM-3 under the condition of a true three-class mixture and a 5-item scale with 11 categories Note. The first and the third quartiles are reported in square brackets. 
